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ABSTRACT
We study projected underdensities in the cosmic galaxy density field known as ‘troughs’,
and their overdense counterparts, which we call ‘ridges’. We identify these regions using
a bright sample of foreground galaxies from the photometric Kilo-Degree Survey (KiDS),
specifically selected to mimic the spectroscopic Galaxy And Mass Assembly survey. Using
background galaxies from KiDS, we measure the weak gravitational lensing profiles of the
troughs/ridges. We quantify the amplitude of their lensing strength A as a function of galaxy
density percentile rank P and galaxy overdensity δ, and find that the skewness in the galaxy
density distribution is reflected in the total mass distribution measured by weak lensing.
We interpret our results using the mock galaxy catalogue from the Marenostrum Institut de
Cie`ncies de l’Espai (MICE) simulation, and find a good agreement with our observations.
Using signal-to-noise weights derived from the Scinet LIghtCone Simulations (SLICS) mock
catalogue we optimally stack the lensing signal of KiDS troughs with an angular radius
θA = {5, 10, 15, 20} arcmin, resulting in {16.8, 14.9, 10.13, 7.55} σ detections. Finally, we
select troughs using a volume-limited sample of galaxies, split into two redshift bins between
0.1 < z < 0.3. For troughs/ridges with transverse comoving radius RA = 1.9 h−170 Mpc, we
find no significant difference in the comoving excess surface density as a function of P and
δ between the low- and high-redshift sample. Using the MICE and SLICS mocks we predict
that trough and ridge evolution could be detected with gravitational lensing using deeper and
wider lensing surveys, such as those from the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope and Euclid.
Key words: gravitational lensing: weak – methods: statistical – surveys – galaxies: distances
and redshifts; cosmology: dark matter – large-scale structure of the Universe.
 E-mail: brouwer@strw.leidenuniv.nl
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Over the past two decades large-scale galaxy redshift surveys, such
as the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS, Colless et al. 2001)
and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, Abazajian et al. 2009),
C© 2018 The Author(s)
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have provided an ever more accurate picture of the distribution of
galaxies in the Universe. They show that galaxies form an intricate
‘cosmic web’ of clusters and filaments, separated by largely empty
voids. This distribution is also observed in large-scale hydrodynam-
ical simulations based on the concordance Lambda cold dark matter
(CDM) cosmology, such as the Illustris (Vogelsberger et al. 2014)
and EAGLE (Schaye et al. 2015) projects. These simulations show
the gravitational collapse of dark matter (DM) into a web-like struc-
ture, establishing the ‘skeleton’ for baryonic matter, which falls into
the DM’s potential well. Within this framework, the growth factor
of voids with redshift can be used to constrain the energy den-
sity and equation of state parameter of dark energy (DE) (Lavaux &
Wandelt 2010; Demchenko et al. 2016), which causes the Universe’s
accelerated expansion. The low density in voids also makes them
clean probes of global cosmological parameters, as their interior
is less affected by baryonic physics than denser regions (Bos et al.
2012). In addition to testing the standard model of cosmology, voids
can also be used to detect signatures of modified gravity models,
which aim to provide an alternative explanation for the acceler-
ating expansion of the Universe (for reviews, see Jain & Khoury
2010; Clifton et al. 2012). Because these theories should converge
to standard general relativity inside the Solar System, most imple-
ment a screening mechanism that suppresses their ‘5th force’ in
high-density regions. Simulations based on modified gravity show
that low-density regions, like voids, are excellent probes for testing
these theories (Li, Zhao & Koyama 2012; Clampitt, Cai & Li 2013;
Cai, Padilla & Li 2015; Lam et al. 2015; Zivick et al. 2015; Falck
et al. 2018).
Studying, detecting, or even defining voids, however, is not a sim-
ple matter. There exist numerous void finding algorithms, each one
operating with a different void definition (for a comparison study,
see e.g. Colberg et al. 2008). Moreover, applying the algorithm of
choice to detect voids in observational data requires accurate red-
shift measurements for every individual galaxy. Such accuracy is
only available through spectroscopic surveys, which are far more
costly than their photometric counterparts. Using the highly com-
plete spectroscopic Galaxy And Mass Assembly survey (GAMA),
Alpaslan et al. (2014) discovered that voids found in other surveys
still contain a large number of galaxies, which implies that void
sizes strongly depend on a survey’s galaxy number density and
sensitivity limits. Finally, the true DM structure of voids can be
different than that of the galaxies that trace them, an effect known
as ‘galaxy bias’ (Benson et al. 2000; Tinker et al. 2010). Currently,
the only way to study the total mass distribution of voids is through
gravitational lensing, a statistical method that measures the gravi-
tational deflection (or shear γ ) of the light of background galaxies
(sources) by foreground mass distributions (lenses). The first de-
tection of the lensing signal from cosmic voids was presented by
Melchior et al. (2014), who stacked the gravitational shear around
901 voids detected in SDSS. The depth of their void lensing signal
corresponded to the prediction from the analytical model by Krause
et al. (2013), who concluded that lensing measurements of medium-
sized voids with sufficient precision (i.e. with a signal-to-noise ratio
S/N  10) will only be possible with Stage IV surveys such as the
Euclid mission (Laureijs et al. 2011) and the Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope (LSST, Dark Energy Science Collaboration 2012). One
of the reasons this signal is so difficult to measure is that lensing
measures the average density contrast along the entire line of sight
(LOS). If a dense cluster is located in the same LOS as the void, it
can contaminate the lensing signal. Another challenge of studying
voids using stacked gravitational lensing signals is that this method
only measures the average shear as a function of the transverse
separation from the void centre (Hamaus, Sutter & Wandelt 2014;
Nadathur et al. 2015). This means that the detailed void shape in-
formation will not be captured, and that stacking voids that are not
radially symmetric can even diminish the lensing signal. Moreover,
the centre and the radius of these non-spherical voids are difficult
to define, and choosing the wrong value reduces the lensing signal
even further (for an analysis of these effects, see e.g. Cautun, Cai &
Frenk 2016).
To circumvent the aforementioned problems, Gruen et al. (2016)
(hereafter G16) devised a definition for projected voids named
‘troughs’. These are very simply defined as the most underdense
circular regions on the sky, in terms of galaxy number density. Being
circular in shape, troughs evade the problem of the centre definition,
and are perfectly suited for measuring their stacked shear as a func-
tion of transverse separation. Because they are defined as projected
circular regions of low galaxy density, they have the 3D shapes of
long conical frusta1 protruding into the sky. Since this definition
only includes regions of low average density over the entire LOS,
it automatically excludes LOSs where the total mass of overden-
sities exceeds that of the underdense regions. Moreover, defining
underdensities in projected space alleviates the need for spectro-
scopic redshifts. Even when projected underdensities are defined in
a number of redshift slices, as was done by e.g. Clampitt & Jain
(2015) and Sa´nchez et al. (2017), photometric redshifts are suffi-
ciently accurate as long as the slices are thicker than the redshift
uncertainties.
In summary, troughs have the disadvantage of losing all detailed
shape information in projected and in redshift space, but have the ad-
vantage that they are simple to define and are specifically designed to
provide straightforward and high-S/N weak lensing measurements.
This allows for significant lensing measurements of underdensities
with currently available surveys. In particular, G16 used the Dark
Energy Survey (DES, Flaugher et al. 2015) Science Verification
Data to measure the gravitational lensing signal of projected cos-
mic underdensities with a significance above 10σ . To achieve this,
they counted the number of redMaGiC (Rozo et al. 2016) luminous
red galaxies (LRGs) in a large number of circular apertures on the
sky. Defining troughs as the 20 per cent lowest density circles, they
found a set of ∼110 000 troughs of which they measured the com-
bined shear signal. In their more recent paper, Gruen et al. (2018)
generalized the concept of troughs to ‘density split statistics’ by
splitting the circular apertures into five samples of increasing red-
MaGiC galaxy number density, each sample containing 20 per cent
of the circles. They measured the galaxy counts and stacked lensing
signals of these five samples using both DES First Year (Drlica-
Wagner et al. 2018) and SDSS DR8 data, in order to study the
probability distribution function (PDF) of large-scale matter den-
sity fluctuations.
The ways in which this new probe can be used for cosmology are
still under examination. G16 found the trough shear measurements
in their work to be in agreement with a theoretical model based on
the assumption that galaxies are biased tracers in a Gaussian mass
density distribution. Although the lensing profile of their smallest
troughs was marginally sensitive to galaxy bias, the trough–galaxy
angular correlation function allowed for much stronger constraints.
Using density split statistics in combination with the improved
lognormal-based density model from Friedrich et al. (2018) and
Gruen et al. (2018) were able to constrain the total matter den-
1Frusta, the plural form of frustum: the part of a solid, such as a cone or
pyramid, between two (usually parallel) cutting planes.
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sity m, the power spectrum amplitude σ 8, the galaxy bias, galaxy
stochasticity, and the skewness of the matter density PDF.
Another very promising venue for trough lensing is to test mod-
els of modified gravity. Using ray-tracing simulations Higuchi &
Shirasaki (2016) found that, while 3D voids could not distinguish
between f(R) and CDM even in future (∼1000 deg2) lensing sur-
veys, the lensing profiles from troughs showed a clear deviation.
A recent comparison from Cautun et al. (2018) focusing on future
surveys (Euclid and LSST) also found that the shear profiles of pro-
jected (2D) underdensities will be able to constrain chameleon f(R)
gravity with confidence levels of up to ∼30 times higher than those
of 3D void profiles. Barreira et al. (2017) found that another type
of modified gravity, the normal branch of the Dvali-Gabadadze-
Porrati (nDGP) model, would strengthen the lensing signal of both
projected under- and overdensities compared to CDM. In con-
clusion, the potential of projected underdensities for cosmology
compels the weak lensing community to observationally explore
these new probes.
Following up on the work by G16, our goal is to measure and
study the gravitational lensing profiles of circular projected un-
derdensities (troughs) and overdensities (which we henceforth call
‘ridges’) using the spectroscopic GAMA (Driver et al. 2011) and
the photometric Kilo-Degree Survey (KiDS, de Jong et al. 2017).
By comparing the results from both surveys, we aim to find: (1)
whether an analysis of troughs performed using a highly complete
spectroscopic survey can be accurately reproduced using only pho-
tometric measurements, and (2) which of these surveys is best suited
for our trough analysis. Once this is established we study troughs
and ridges as a function of their galaxy number density, in order
to find the relation between galaxy number density and the total
mass density measured by lensing (known as ‘galaxy bias’). Based
on this relation, we aim to find the optimal method of stacking the
trough/ridge lensing signals, in order to obtain the highest possible
detection significance.
We apply the same trough/ridge selection and lensing methods to
two sets of mock observations. The first is the Marenostrum Institut
de Cie`ncies de l’Espai (MICE) Galaxy and Halo Light-cone cata-
logue (Carretero et al. 2015; Hoffmann et al. 2015) based on the
MICE Grand Challenge lightcone simulation (Crocce et al. 2015;
Fosalba et al. 2015a,b, MICE-GC hereafter). This catalogue is well-
suited for comparison to our observations, since the cosmological
parameters used to construct the MICE-GC simulations are very
similar to those measured in the KiDS-450 cosmic shear analysis
(Hildebrandt et al. 2017). The other set of galaxy lensing mocks
is based on the Scinet LIghtCone Simulations (SLICS hereafter),
introduced in Harnois-Deraps et al. (2018). Owing to its large en-
semble of independent realizations, this simulation can be used to
estimate accurately the covariance matrix and error bars of current
and future lensing observations. The goal of this exercise is to find
whether these simulations accurately reproduce our trough/ridge
lensing measurements, and what possible discrepancies can teach
us about cosmology (e.g. information on galaxy bias and cosmolog-
ical parameter values). In addition, we use the covariance estimates
from SLICS to test the accuracy of our analytical covariance method
(as described in Viola et al. 2015) used to find the errors and covari-
ance of our lensing measurements.
G16 also studied the lensing signals of troughs/ridges as a func-
tion of redshift, by splitting the LRG sample that defined them into
two redshift samples. However, they did not account for possible
differences between the galaxy samples or trough/ridge geome-
try at different redshifts, nor did they correct for the variation in
distance between the lenses and the background sources that mea-
sured the shear signal. As a result, they did not find any signs
of physical redshift evolution of troughs/ridges. By correcting the
selection method and lensing signal measurement for all known
differences between the two redshift samples, we explore the phys-
ical evolution of troughs and ridges. Our final goal is to discover
whether troughs and ridges can be used as a tool to probe large-scale
structure evolution over cosmic time.
Our paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the
KiDS and GAMA data which we use to define the troughs/ridges
and measure their lensing profiles, and the MICE-GC and SLICS
mock data used to interpret our observations. Section 3 describes
the classification of troughs/ridges and explains the gravitational
lensing method in detail. In Section 4 we show the resulting trough
lensing profiles as a function of galaxy density and size, and define
our optimal trough stacking method. Our study of troughs/ridges
as a function of redshift is described in Section 5. We end with the
discussion and conclusion in Section 6.
Throughout this work we adopt the cosmological parame-
ters used in creating the MICE-GC simulations (m = 0.25,
σ 8 = 0.8,  = 0.75, and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1) when handling
the MICE mock catalogue and the KiDS and GAMA data. Only
when handling the SLICS mock catalogue, which is based on a dif-
ferent cosmology, we use: m = 0.2905, σ 8 = 0.826,  = 0.7095,
and H0 = 68.98 km s−1 Mpc−1. Throughout the paper we use the
reduced Hubble constant h70 ≡ H0/(70 km s−1Mpc−1).
2 DATA
We use two samples of foreground galaxies to define the locations
of troughs and ridges: one from the spectroscopic GAMA survey
and one from the photometric KiDS survey. Comparing the results
obtained from these two samples allows us to test the strength and
reliability of trough studies using only photometric data. Table 2 in
Section 5.1 shows a summary of the galaxy selections used to define
the troughs/ridges. Their gravitational lensing signal is measured
using a sample of KiDS background galaxies. The combination of
the KiDS and GAMA datasets and the lensing measurement method,
which is used for the observations described in this work, closely
resembles earlier KiDS-GAMA galaxy-galaxy lensing papers. For
more information we recommend reading Section 3 of Viola et al.
(2015), which discusses the galaxy–galaxy lensing technique in
detail, and Dvornik et al. (2017) which makes use of exactly the
same KiDS and GAMA data releases as this work. In order to
compare our observational results to predictions from simulations,
the same process of selecting troughs and measuring their lensing
profiles is performed using the MICE-GC and SLICS mock galaxy
catalogues. In this section we introduce the KiDS, GAMA, MICE,
and SLICS galaxy catalogues, including their role in the trough
selection and lensing measurement.
2.1 KiDS source galaxies
In order to derive the mass distribution of troughs, we measure their
gravitational lensing effect on the images of background galaxies.
Observations of these source galaxies are taken from KiDS, a pho-
tometric lensing survey in the u, g, r, and i bands, performed using
the OmegaCAM instrument (Kuijken 2011) mounted on the VLT
Survey Telescope (Capaccioli & Schipani 2011). For this work
we use the photometric redshift, magnitude, and ellipticity mea-
surements from the third data release (KiDS-DR3, de Jong et al.
2017), which were also used for the KiDS-450 cosmic shear analysis
(Hildebrandt et al. 2017). These measurements span 449.7 deg2 on
MNRAS 481, 5189–5209 (2018)
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the sky, and completely cover the 180 deg2 equatorial GAMA area
(see Section 2.2 below).
The galaxy ellipticity measurements are based on the r-band
observations, which have superior atmospheric seeing constraints
(a maximum of 0.8 arcsec) compared to the other bands (de Jong
et al. 2017). The galaxies are located with the SEXTRACTOR detec-
tion algorithm (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) from the co-added r-band
images produced by the THELI pipeline (Erben et al. 2013). The el-
lipticity of each galaxy is measured using the self-calibrating lensfit
pipeline (Miller et al. 2007, 2013; Fenech Conti et al. 2017).
Galaxies in areas surrounding bright stars or image defects (such
as read-out spikes, diffraction spikes, cosmic rays, satellite tracks,
reflection haloes, and ghosts) are removed. After removing masked
and overlapping areas from all survey tiles, the effective survey area
is 360.3 deg2 (∼80 per cent of the original area) (Hildebrandt et al.
2017). This means that, even though the total area of KiDS-450
is 2.5 times larger than that of the GAMA survey, the effective
KiDS/GAMA area ratio is 360.3/180 ≈ 2.
The photometric redshifts of the sources are estimated from co-
added ugri images, which were reduced using the Astro-WISE
pipeline (McFarland et al. 2013). From the galaxy colours mea-
sured by the Gaussian Aperture and PSF pipeline (GAaP, Kuijken
2008; Kuijken et al. 2015), the total redshift probability distribution
n(zs) of the full source population is calculated using the direct cal-
ibration (DIR) method described in Hildebrandt et al. (2017). We
use this full n(zs) for our lensing measurements (as described in
Section 5.2), in order to circumvent the bias inherent in individual
photometric source redshift estimates. In this analysis we do not in-
clude any systematic uncertainty on the calibration correction to the
shear measurements or the redshift distributions, as these are both
expected to be small. Following Hildebrandt et al. (2017) we use
the best-fitting photometric redshift zB (Benı´tez 2000; Hildebrandt
et al. 2012) of each galaxy to limit the redshift range to 0.1 < zB <
0.9. The final n(zs) of the KiDS sources is shown in Fig. 1. This dis-
tribution shows that the n(zs) extends beyond these zB limits, due
to the uncertainty on the individual photometric source redshifts
(where the full distribution lies between 0 < zs < 3.5, as shown in
fig. A5 of Dvornik et al. 2017).
2.2 GAMA foreground galaxies
One of the galaxy samples we use to define the troughs is obtained
using the spectroscopic GAMA survey (Driver et al. 2011), which
was performed with the AAOmega spectrograph mounted on the
Anglo-Australian Telescope. The galaxy locations were selected
from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, Abazajian et al. 2009).
For this study we use the three equatorial regions (G09, G12, and
G15) from the GAMA II data release (Liske et al. 2015), which span
a total area of 180 deg2 on the sky, since these areas completely over-
lap with the KiDS survey. GAMA has a redshift completeness of
98.5 per cent down to Petrosian r-band magnitude mr = 19.8 mag,
resulting in a catalogue containing 180 960 galaxies with redshift
quality nQ ≥ 2. As recommended, we only use the galaxies with
redshift quality nQ ≥ 3, which amounts to 99.74 per cent of the
full catalogue. In order to indicate regions where the survey is less
complete, GAMA provides a ‘mask’ which contains the redshift
completeness of galaxies on a 0.001 deg Cartesian grid. We use this
mask to account for incomplete regions during the trough classifi-
cation.
To mimic the galaxy sample corresponding to resolved haloes in
the mock catalogues (see Sections 2.4 and 2.5), we only use galaxies
with absolute r-band magnitude Mr < −19.67 mag. The GAMA
rest-frame Mr is determined by fitting Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stel-
lar population synthesis models to the ugrizZYJHK spectral energy
distribution of SDSS and VIKING observations (Abazajian et al.
2009; Edge et al. 2013), and corrected for flux falling outside the
automatically selected aperture (Taylor et al. 2011). Together, the nQ
and Mr cuts result in a sample of 159 519 galaxies (88.15 per cent of
the full catalogue), with a redshift range between 0 < zG < 0.5 and
a mean redshift of zG = 0.24. The total redshift distribution of the
GAMA sample is shown in Fig. 1. The average number density of
this sample (including masks) is ng = 0.25 arcmin−2. The projected
number density of this sample of GAMA galaxies, together with
their completeness mask, is used to define the troughs as detailed
in Section 3.1.
2.3 KiDS foreground selection
Since the currently available area of the KiDS survey is 2.5 times
larger than that of the GAMA survey (and will become even larger
in the near future) it can be rewarding to perform both the trough
selection and lensing measurement using the KiDS galaxies alone,
employing the full 454 deg2 area of the current KiDS-450 dataset.
To be able to compare the KiDS troughs to those obtained using
GAMA, we select a sample of ‘GAMA-like’ (GL) KiDS galaxies
that resembles the GAMA sample as closely as possible. Because
GAMA is a magnitude-limited survey (mr,Petro < 19.8 mag), we
need to apply the same magnitude cut to the (much deeper) KiDS
survey. Since there are no Petrosian r-band magnitudes available
for the KiDS galaxies, we use the KiDS magnitudes that have the
most similar mr distribution: the extinction-corrected and zero-point
homogenized isophotal r-band magnitudes mr, iso (de Jong et al.
2017). These magnitude values, however, are systematically higher
than the Petrosian magnitudes from GAMA. We therefore match the
KiDS and GAMA galaxies using their sky coordinates, and select
the magnitude cut based on the completeness of this match. Using
mr,iso < 20.2 mag, the completeness of the match is 99.2 per cent.
Although this is slightly higher than that of the real GAMA sample,
this small difference does not significantly affect our results which
are primarily based on the relative number density (compared to
other areas or the mean density).
In addition, we wish to cut the KiDS galaxies at the maximum
redshift of GAMA: zG < 0.5. Contrary to the KiDS source redshifts
used for the lensing measurement, where we can use the redshift
probability distribution of the full population (see Section 3.2), the
application of this cut and the use of KiDS galaxies as lenses both re-
quire individual galaxy redshifts. These photometric redshifts zANN
are determined using the machine learning method ANNz2 (Sadeh,
Abdalla & Lahav 2016) as described in Section 4.3 of de Jong et al.
(2017). Following Bilicki et al. (2018) the photo-z’s are trained
exclusively on spectroscopic redshifts from the equatorial GAMA
fields.2 This is the first work that uses the KiDS photometric red-
shifts measured through machine learning to estimate the distances
of the lenses. Compared to the spectroscopic GAMA redshifts zG,
the mean error on the ANNz2 photometric redshifts is (zANN −
zG)/(1 + zG) = −3.3 × 10−4, with a standard deviation of 0.036
(much smaller than the width of the redshift selections used in
this work; see Section 5.1). Finally, to mimic the galaxy sample
2Bilicki et al. (2018) use a slightly different apparent magnitude cut to select
the GL-KiDS galaxy sample: mr,auto < 20.3 mag. However, since this is an
a posteriori cut it does not influence the determination of the photo-z values.
MNRAS 481, 5189–5209 (2018)
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Figure 1. The normalized redshift histograms of the GAMA (red), GL-KiDS (orange), GL-MICE (light blue), and SLICS (dark blue) galaxy samples used to
define the troughs/ridges, and the redshift distribution n(zs) of the KiDS sources (dashed line) used to measure the trough lensing signals. The histograms show
that all foreground samples have similar redshift distributions. Although the average redshifts of the GL-KiDS and GL-MICE samples are slightly higher than
those of the GAMA and SLICS samples, this does not significantly affect the lensing signals. The best-fitting redshifts of the sources are limited to 0.1 < zB <
0.9, but the full n(zs) stretches between 0.0 < z < 3.5.
corresponding to resolved haloes in the mock catalogues (see Sec-
tions 2.4 and 2.5), we apply the absolute r-band magnitude cut
Mr < −19.67 mag. These absolute magnitudes: Mr = mr, iso − DM
+ Kcor are determined using distance moduli DM based on the zANN
redshifts. The K-corrections Kcor are calculated from the isophotal
g- and i-band magnitudes of the KiDS galaxies, using the empirical
relation in table 4 of Beare, Brown & Pimbblet (2014).
To remove stars from our galaxy sample, we use a star/galaxy
separation method based on the object’s morphology (described in
Section 4.5 of de Jong et al. 2015). We also mask galaxies that have
been affected by readout and diffraction spikes, by saturation cores
and primary haloes of bright stars, or by bad pixels in any band
(u, g, r, or i). We do not remove galaxies affected by secondary
and tertiary stellar haloes because these do not heavily affect bright
galaxies.3 In addition, we remove galaxies that have an unreliable
magnitude measurement in any band, as recommended in app. 3.2
of de Jong et al. (2017). Using this selection we obtain a sample
of 309 021 KiDS galaxies that resemble the GAMA and MICE-GC
galaxy populations. This is ∼2 times the number of selected GAMA
galaxies, which is a consequence of the completeness of GAMA
compared to KiDS (where the latter has a relatively large area that
is covered by the aforementioned masks; see also Section 2.1).
The average galaxy number density of the final GL-KiDS sample
(including masks) is ng = 0.33 arcmin−2, and the average redshift
zANN = 0.26. This is 7.9 per cent higher than the average redshift
of the GAMA sample, due to the slightly higher magnitude cut.
However, by calculating the values of the lensing efficiency (	−1crit)
using the average redshifts of both lens and source samples, we
estimate that the effect of this difference on the lensing signal is not
significant (∼1 per cent). The total redshift distribution n(zANN) is
shown in Fig. 1.
Based on the aforementioned image defects, the KiDS survey
provides an automatic mask that flags affected pixels. We use these
pixel maps to account for the masked areas in the trough selection
(see Section 3.1). For simplicity we only use the r-band pixel mask,
3Our masking choice corresponds to MASK values 1, 2, 4, 8, and 64 as
described in Section 4.4 (table 4) of de Jong et al. (2015).
which has a less than 1 per cent difference with the pixel mask based
on all bands. We use this map to account for incomplete regions
during the trough classification procedure (see Section 3.1). In order
to save computational time, we create a map that provides the survey
completeness on a 0.04 deg Cartesian grid, by calculating the ratio
of ‘good pixels’ in the square area surrounding each grid point. The
grid spacing of the resulting mask (2.4 arcmin) is the same as that
used for the trough selection, and is chosen such that it is at least
two times smaller than the aperture radius of the smallest troughs
(θA = 5 arcmin).
2.4 MICE mock galaxies
We wish to apply the same trough detection and analysis to simu-
lated data, in order to compare and interpret our observational re-
sults. The MICE-GC N-body simulation presented by Fosalba et al.
(2015b) contains ∼7 × 1010 DM particles in a (3072 h−170 Mpc)3
comoving volume, allowing the construction of an all-sky lightcone
with a maximum redshift of z = 1.4. From this lightcone Crocce
et al. (2015) built a halo and galaxy catalogue using a Halo Occu-
pation Distribution (HOD) and Halo Abundance Matching (HAM)
technique, resulting in an average galaxy bias of bMICE ∼ 0.9 at
scales above 2 h−1Mpc (see fig. 4 of Carretero et al. 2015, bottom
left panel). Its large volume and fine spatial resolution make MICE-
GC mocks ideally suited for accurate modelling of both large-scale
(linear) and small-scale (non-linear) clustering and structure growth.
The mock galaxy clustering as a function of luminosity has been
constructed to reproduce observations from SDSS (Zehavi et al.
2011) at lower redshifts (z < 0.25), and has been validated against
the COSMOS catalogue (Ilbert et al. 2009) at higher redshifts
(0.45 < z < 1.1). The MICE-GC simulation resolves DM haloes
down to a mass of 6 × 1011 h−270 M (corresponding to 20 particles),
which host galaxies with an absolute magnitude <−18.9. Since
this absolute magnitude includes a cosmology correction such that:
Mr, MICE = Mr − 5log10(h), where h = 0.7 is their reduced Hubble
constant, we apply an Mr < −18.9 to 0.77 = −19.67 mag cut to
the GAMA and GL-KiDS samples in order to resemble the mock
galaxy population.
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From the MICE-GC catalogue4 we obtain the sky coordinates,
redshifts, comoving distances, absolute magnitudes, and SDSS
apparent magnitudes of the mock galaxies. In order to create a
GL-MICE sample, we limit the mock galaxy redshifts to z < 0.5.
When considering the choice of magnitude cut, we find that the
distribution of the SDSS magnitudes in the MICE catalogue is
very similar to that of the isophotal KiDS magnitudes. We therefore
limit the MICE galaxies to mr < 20.2 mag, and find that indeed the
galaxy number density of the GL-MICE sample,ng = 0.3 arcmin−2,
is almost equal to that of the GL-KiDS sample (which is also visible
in Fig. 2 of Section 3.1). In addition (as can be seen in Fig. 1) the
redshift distribution of the GL-MICE sample resembles that of the
GL-KiDS galaxies, with an average redshift zMICE = 0.27. As with
GL-KiDS this average redshift is slightly higher than that of the
GAMA sample. Again calculating the lensing efficiency (	−1crit) for
the average redshifts of both samples, we estimate that the effect on
the lensing signal is less than 3 per cent. Like the GAMA and GL-
KiDS galaxies, this sample of MICE foreground galaxies is used
to define troughs following the classification method described in
Section 3.1.
Each galaxy in the lightcone also carries the lensing shear values
γ 1 and γ 2 (with respect to the Cartesian coordinate system) which
were calculated from the all-sky weak lensing maps constructed by
Fosalba et al. (2015a), following the ‘onion shell’ method presented
in Fosalba et al. (2008). In this approach the DM lightcone is decom-
posed and projected into concentric spherical shells around the ob-
server, each with a redshift thickness of dz≈ 0.003(1 + z). These 2D
DM density maps are multiplied by the appropriate lensing weights
and combined in order to derive the corresponding convergence
and shear maps. The results agree with the more computationally
expensive ‘ray-tracing’ technique within the Born approximation.
We use these shear values (in the same way we used the ellipticities
observed by KiDS) to obtain mock lensing profiles around troughs,
following the weak lensing method described in Section 3.2. To
this end we create a MICE background source sample with 0.1 <
z < 0.9 and mr > 20 mag. This apparent magnitude cut is equal
the one applied to the KiDS background sources by Hildebrandt
et al. (2017), and the redshift cut is analogous to their limit on the
best-fitting photometric redshift zB (although uncertainties in these
KiDS redshifts are not accounted for in this selection). Also, in or-
der to resemble the KiDS source redshift distribution more closely,
we choose to apply an absolute magnitude cut of Mr > −19.3 mag
on the mock galaxies. Note that any cut on the mock galaxy sample
does not affect the shear values (which do not depend on any mock
galaxy property) but only the redshift distribution of the sources,
which is used in Section 5.2 to calculate the excess surface density
(ESD) profiles.
Because all quantities in the mock catalogue are exactly known,
we do not need to take into account measurement errors in the
calculation of the mock lensing signals. However, simulations are
affected by sample variance: the fact that there exist differences be-
tween astrophysical measurements from different parts of the sky.
To accurately measure the variance of mock shear profiles, one
needs a large ensemble of mock realizations (such as those of the
SLICS, see Section 2.5) in order to compute a covariance matrix.
The MICE simulations, however, consist of one large realization
with an area of 90◦ × 90◦. In order to obtain a rough estimate of the
mentioned uncertainties, we split the MICE-GC public lightcone
4The MICE-GC catalogue is publicly available through CosmoHub
(http://cosmohub.pic.es).
area into 16 patches of 20◦ × 20◦ = 400 deg2 (approximately the
same size as the used KiDS area). Comparing the results obtained
from the full lightcone area with those of the 16 sub-samples pro-
vides an estimate of the sample variance within the MICE mocks.
2.5 SLICS mock galaxies
We conduct our measurement on a second set of simulated data,
which were created by Harnois-Deraps et al. (2018) based on the
Scinet LIghtCone Simulations (Harnois-De´raps & van Waerbeke
2015). The SLICS consist of a large ensemble of N-body runs,
each starting from a different random noise realization. These re-
alizations can be used to make quantitative estimates of the co-
variance matrices and error bars of the trough lensing signals (as
described in Section 3.3), which can be compared to those from
our observations and used to predict the success of future mea-
surements. All realizations have a fixed cosmology: m = 0.2905,
 = 0.7095, σ 8 = 0.826, ns = 0.969, H0 = 68.98 km s−1 Mpc−1,
and b = 0.0473. The SLICS followed the non-linear evolution of
15363 particles of mass 2.88 × 109 M in a box size of (505 Mpc)3,
writing mass sheets and haloes on-the-fly at 18 different redshifts
up to z = 3.0. The matter power spectrum has been shown to
agree within 5 per cent with the Cosmic Emulator (Heitmann et al.
2014) up to k = 2.0 Mpc−1, while haloes with a mass greater than
2.88 × 1011 M are resolved with at least 100 particles. Haloes of
this mass host galaxies with a mean absolute magnitude Mr ∼ −20,
close to the absolute magnitude limit of MICE (Mr <−19.67) which
we use throughout this work.
The SLICS are then ray-traced on to 100 deg2 lightcones in the
multiple thin lens approximation to extract shear maps and halo
catalogues. The lightcones are first populated with source galaxies
placed at random angular coordinates and reproducing the KiDS-
450 number density and n(z) (measured using the DIR method in
Hildebrandt et al. 2017). For each galaxy, the γ 1 and γ 2 shear
components are interpolated from the enclosing shear planes at the
galaxy position. The halo catalogues are then populated with galax-
ies following an HOD prescription from Smith et al. (2017), in
which the parameters are slightly modified to enhance the agree-
ment in clustering with the GAMA data. A cut in apparent r-band
magnitude (mr < 19.8) and in redshift (z < 0.5) is applied to the
catalogues, after which the apparent and absolute magnitudes, the
number density (ng = 0.244 arcmin−2) and the redshift distribu-
tion (as seen in Fig. 1) of the GL-SLICS mocks closely match the
GAMA data. The match in projected clustering w(θ ) is better than
20 per cent over the angular scales 0.1 < θ < 40 arcmin, with the
mocks being overall more clustered. The value of the galaxy bias
(bSLICS = 1.2) is slightly higher than that of MICE (bMICE ∼ 0.9).
However, we have checked that the effect of this difference in galaxy
bias on the amplitudes of the trough/ridge shear profiles is at most
5 per cent, such that it does not affect our conclusions.
3 DATA A NA LY SIS
The two most important aspects of the data analysis are the clas-
sification of the troughs, and the subsequent measurement of their
gravitational lensing profiles. For the galaxies used in the trough
classification we compare the spectroscopic GAMA sample to
the GL-KiDS sample, which has photometric redshifts (see Sec-
tion 2.3). For the measurement of the gravitational lensing effect
around these troughs, we use the shapes of the KiDS background
galaxies. In this section we discuss the trough classification and
lensing measurement methods in detail.
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3.1 Trough and ridge classification
Our approach to trough detection is mainly inspired by the method
devised by G16. This effectively comprises measuring the projected
number density of galaxies within circular apertures on the sky, and
ranking the apertures by galaxy density. We first define a finely
spaced Cartesian grid of positions on the sky. Around each sky po-
sition 	x, we count the number of galaxies within a circular aperture
of chosen radius θA. We perform this method for apertures with dif-
ferent angular radii: θA = {5, 10, 15, 20} arcmin, which allows us
to study cosmic structure at different scales. To make sure that no
information is lost through undersampling we choose a grid spacing
of 0.04 deg (=2.4 arcmin), which is smaller than θA/2 even for the
smallest aperture size.
The projected galaxy number density ng(	x, θA) of each aperture
is defined as the galaxy count within angular separation θA of the
sky position 	x, divided by the effective area of the correspond-
ing circle on the sky, determined using the appropriate (KiDS or
GAMA) mask. Each mask provides the survey area completeness
on a finely spaced grid, which we average to a 0.04 deg Cartesian
grid to save computational time. Following G16 we exclude those
circles that are less than 80 per cent complete from our sample. We
also tested a trough selection procedure that excludes circles with
less than 60 per cent, 70 per cent, and 90 per cent completeness, and
found that the specific choice of completeness threshold does not
significantly affect the trough shear profiles.
The histogram in Fig. 2 shows the normalized GL-KiDS and
MICE galaxy number density distributions (represented by solid
steps and dashed lines, respectively) for apertures with different
radii θA. The density roughly follows a lognormal distribution, as
was originally modelled by Coles & Jones (1991). The skewness
of the distribution is larger for circles with a smaller area, which
is expected since larger apertures measure the average density over
a larger area, diluting the influence of individual (under)density
peaks. The smaller apertures are therefore more sensitive to small-
scale non-Gaussianities, while the density distribution of the larger
Figure 2. This histogram shows the distribution of the normalized number
density ng of the GL-KiDS (solid steps) and MICE (dashed lines) galaxies
used to define the troughs, inside all used apertures (those with an effective
area > 80 per cent). The colours designate apertures of different radius
θA, and the solid vertical lines indicate the mean of each distribution. As
expected, the density distribution of circles with a smaller area is more
asymmetric, and has a larger dispersion from the mean density ng(θA). The
‘troughs’ are defined as all underdense apertures (i.e. ng < ng(θA)), while
all overdense apertures (i.e. ng > ng(θA)) are called ‘ridges’.
apertures tends more towards a Gaussian shape. This is visible in
both the observational KiDS and MICE mock data (we verify that
this skewness is also observed in the density distribution of troughs
selected using GAMA galaxies).
Following G16 we determine, for each of these circles, the galaxy
density percentile rank P (	x, θA): the fraction of equally sized aper-
tures that have a lower galaxy density than the circle considered.
Ranking the apertures by galaxy density in this way means that
low-density circles have a low value of P (down to P = 0), while
high-density circles have a high P-value (up to P = 1). A circle
containing the median density has the value P = 0.5. In the fiducial
definition of G16, all apertures in the lowest quintile (20 per cent)
of galaxy density (i.e. P (	x, θA) < 0.2) are called troughs, while
apertures in the highest quintile (i.e. P (	x, θA) > 0.8) are considered
overdensities (which we call ‘ridges’). A map of the G09 KiDS field
showing the spatial distribution of troughs/ridges as defined by G16
(which we henceforth call the ‘fiducial’ troughs/ridges) is shown
in Fig. 3. In addition, we show the distribution of a set of ‘deeper’
(i.e. lower density) troughs (P (	x, θA) < 0.05) and ‘higher’ (i.e.
higher density) ridges (P (	x, θA) > 0.95). Each coloured dot rep-
resents the centre of a θA = 5 arcmin aperture. The map clearly
shows that deeper troughs (and higher ridges) tend to reside at the
centres of ‘shallower’ ones, and are hence more strongly clustered.
This clustering is accounted for in our error propagation through
the calculation of the analytical covariance matrix (see Section 3.3).
By arbitrarily narrowing/expanding the density percentile limit
one can define deeper/shallower trough samples (which include
fewer/more apertures). However, whether a region is underdense
or overdense is not directly determined by its P-value, but by its
galaxy number density ng with respect to the mean galaxy number
density ng of the survey. We will therefore define the terms ‘trough’
and ‘ridge’ based on the apertures’ galaxy overdensity:
δ(	x, θA) = ng(	x, θA) − ng
ng
. (1)
In our classification, all underdense apertures (i.e. δ(	x, θA) < 0) are
called troughs, while all overdense apertures (i.e. δ(	x, θA) > 0) are
called ridges. This definition does not a priori exclude any apertures
from our combined sample of troughs and ridges, allowing us to
take advantage of all available data. We will further specify sub-
samples of troughs and ridges, selected as a function of both P and
δ, where necessary throughout the work.
3.2 Lensing measurement
In order to measure the projected mass density of the selected
troughs and ridges, we use weak gravitational lensing (see Bartel-
mann & Schneider 2001; Schneider, Kochanek & Wambsganss
2006, for a general introduction). This method measures system-
atic tidal distortions of the light from many background galaxies
(sources) by foreground mass distributions (lenses). This gravita-
tional deflection causes a distortion in the observed shapes of the
source images of ∼1 per cent, which can only be measured statis-
tically. This is done by averaging, from many background sources,
the projected ellipticity component εt tangential to the direction to-
wards the centre of the lens, which is an estimator of the ‘tangential
shear’ γ t. This quantity is averaged within circular annuli around
the centre of the lens, to create a shear profile γ t(θ ) as a function of
the separation angle θ to the lens centre. For each annulus, γ t(θ ) is a
measure of the density contrast of the foreground mass distribution.
In order to obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), the shear
measurement around many lenses is ‘stacked’ to create the average
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Figure 3. This sky map of the G09 equatorial field shows the spatial distribution of different trough and ridge samples with aperture radius θA = 5 arcmin,
defined using the GL-KiDS galaxies. The coloured dots represent the centres of troughs (P < 0.2, light blue) and ridges (P > 0.8, orange) selected using the
fiducial G16 definition, as well as a set of lower density troughs (P < 0.05, dark blue) and higher density ridges (P > 0.95, red). These ‘deeper’ troughs (and
‘higher’ ridges) tend to reside at the centres of ‘shallower’ ones, resulting in a more clustered distribution.
shear profile of a specified lens sample. In this work, the centres of
the lenses are the grid points that define our circular troughs and
ridges (as defined in Section 3.1).
The background sources used to measure the lensing effect are
the KiDS galaxies described in Section 2.1. Following Hildebrandt
et al. (2017), we only use sources with a best-fitting photometric
redshift 0.1 < zB < 0.9. For troughs defined at a specific redshift
we only select sources situated beyond the troughs, including a red-
shift buffer of z = 0.2 (see Section 5.2). This cut is not applied
when troughs are selected over the full redshift range. This can al-
low sources that reside at similar redshifts as the lenses to be used
in the measurement, which would result in a contamination of the
lensing signal by sources that are not lensed (‘boost factor’) and/or
by sources that are intrinsically aligned with the troughs. However,
even without a redshift cut 80 per cent of the KiDS source galaxies
have a best-fitting photometric redshift zB above the mean redshift
(zG = 0.24) of our GAMA sample. Also, the intrinsic alignment
effect has proven to be very small and difficult to detect, and primar-
ily plays a role in very high-density regions on small (1 h−170 Mpc)
scales. On the large scales probed by the troughs, the contamina-
tion of the lensing signal from intrinsic alignment is expected to be
at most a few per cent (Heymans et al. 2006; Blazek et al. 2012).
Regarding the boost factor, this effect is also reproduced in the re-
sults obtained from the mock catalogues to which we compare our
observations.
The ellipticities of the source galaxies are measured using the
self-calibrating lensfit pipeline (Miller et al. 2007, 2013; Fenech
Conti et al. 2017). For each galaxy this model fitting method also
produces the lensfit weight w, which is a measure of the precision
of the shear estimate it provides. We incorporate the lensfit weight
of each source into the average tangential shear in each angular bin
as follows:
γ = 1
1 + μ
∑
ls ws t,ls∑
ls ws
. (2)
Here the sum goes over each lens l in the lens sample (e.g. all aper-
tures with a specified size and galaxy number density) and over each
source s inside the considered bin in angular separation from the
centre of the lens. The factor 1 + μ is used to correct for ‘multiplica-
tive bias’. Based on extensive image simulations Fenech Conti et al.
(2017) showed that, on average, shears are biased at the 1–2 per cent
level, and how this can be corrected using a multiplicative bias cor-
rection m for every ellipticity measurement. Following Dvornik
et al. (2017), the value of μ is calculated from the m-corrections in
eight redshift bins (with a width of 0.1) between 0.1 < zB < 0.9.
The average correction in each bin is defined as follows:
μ =
∑
s wsms∑
ls ws
. (3)
The required correction is small (μ ≈ 0.014) independent of an-
gular separation, and reduces the residual multiplicative bias to
1 per cent. The errors on our shear measurement are estimated by
the square root of the diagonal of the analytical covariance matrix
(see Section 3.3). The analytical covariance is based on the contri-
bution of each individual source to the lensing signal, and takes into
account the covariance between sources that contribute to the shear
profile of multiple lenses. Its calculation is described in Section 3.4
of Viola et al. (2015).
In addition to measuring the lensing profile around troughs and
ridges, we stack the shear around all grid points (262 507 in the case
of KiDS, 112 500 in the case of GAMA). In accordance with the real
trough measurements, the apertures with an effective area less than
80 per cent of the total circle area are removed (see Section 3.1).
This ‘random’ tangential shear signal, that we henceforth denote
as γ 0, does not contain a coherent shear profile, but only system-
atic effects resulting from the imperfect correction of any low-level
PSF anisotropy in combination with the survey edges and masks.
Subtracting γ 0 from our shear profiles will both remove these sys-
tematic effects and reduce the noise in the measured signals (Singh
et al. 2017; Gruen et al. 2018). The random signals for KiDS and
GAMA are shown in Fig. 4. When using the GAMA survey area
and mask, γ 0 is consistent with zero (within 1σ error bars) up to
θ = 70 arcmin, where it rises to γ 0 ∼ 3 × 10−3 for all values of θA,
while the KiDS random signal already starts to deviate from zero
at θ ≈ 20 arcmin. This difference does not significantly depend on
the choice of area completeness threshold, and also occurs when we
apply no completeness mask at all. However, when we perform the
γ 0 measurement using the KiDS mask on the GAMA area only, the
systematic effect is significantly reduced. This shows that the differ-
ence between the random signals is primarily caused by the patchy
surface coverage of the KiDS-450 dataset beyond the GAMA area
(see e.g. fig. 1 of Hildebrandt et al. 2017). The same effect can be
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Figure 4. The random shear profile γ 0 (including 1σ analytical covariance
errors) as a function of angular separation θ , which results from stacking
all θA = 5 arcmin apertures with an area >80 per cent complete. Using the
GAMA area and mask, the systematic effects are consistent with zero up to
θ = 70 arcmin, while the KiDS random signal already starts to deviate from
zero at θ ≈ 20 arcmin as a result of the patchy survey coverage of KiDS
outside the GAMA overlap. Only the range within the dotted vertical lines
is used to study the trough lensing profiles in this work.
seen in fig. 15 of van Uitert & Schneider (2016), who conclude that
it originates from the boundaries of the survey tiles.
To correct for this effect at larger scales, we subtract the appropri-
ate γ 0 from all lensing measurements in this work. Based on the ra-
dius where the random signal becomes significant (θ ∼ 70 arcmin),
and on our grid spacing of 0.04 deg = 2.4 arcmin (see Section 3.1),
we compute our lensing profiles within the angular separation:
2 arcmin < θ < 100 arcmin. We split this range into 20 logarith-
mically spaced bins.
3.3 Covariance
For all shear and ESD measurements created using the KiDS and
GAMA data, we compute the analytical covariance matrix as de-
scribed in Section 3.4 of Viola et al. (2015). This covariance ma-
trix is based on the contribution of each individual source to the
stacked lensing signal, and takes into account the correlation be-
tween sources that contribute to the shear profile of multiple lenses.
The errors on our shear profiles are estimated by the square root of
the diagonal of this analytical covariance matrix. However, these
error bars could underestimate the uncertainties at larger scales,
where sample variance starts to play a significant role (Viola et al.
2015). Here we compare the analytical covariance calculated us-
ing our KiDS data to those based on the large ensemble of mock
realizations from the SLICS mocks, in order to find whether the
analytical covariance is sufficient for our analysis.
Utilizing the SLICS HOD mock catalogues described in Sec-
tion 2.5 we compute the covariance matrix using the following
equation:
Cij = 1
N − 1
N∑
n=1
(
γ it,n − γti
)(
γ
j
t,n − γtj
)
, (4)
where N is the number of mock realizations, γ ti is the tangential
shear signal in the ith angular bin of the nth mock realization,
and γ¯ti is the tangential shear average of the ith bin from all used
realizations. The covariance is then multiplied by the area factor:
farea = 100360.3 , (5)
in order to account for the difference in area between the SLICS
mocks and the KiDS data. The errors on the shear are then calcu-
lated using the square root of the diagonal of this scaled covariance
matrix. Since we calculate the mock covariance from multiple re-
alizations and use the total modelled ellipticities of the galaxies to
calculate the tangential shear signal, the mock covariance accounts
for shape noise, shot noise, and sample variance. Fig. 5 shows the
correlation matrices, rcorr, for the mock and analytical covariances,
respectively, where the correlation matrix is calculated using:
rijcorr =
Cij√
CiiCjj
. (6)
We calculate the SLICS shear profiles and covariance matrices using
349 line-of-sight realizations. We found no significant difference in
the shear profiles or covariance matrices (Figs 5 and 8, respectively)
of 5 arcmin troughs/ridges when we increased the number of real-
izations to 608, concluding that using 349 realizations is therefore
sufficient for all following analyses.
In Fig. 5 we show the data-based analytical (top) and mock-based
SLICS (bottom) correlation matrices for the shear profiles γ (θ ) of
apertures with radius θA = 5 arcmin, split into 20 bins based on
their galaxy density percentile rank P(θA) (corresponding to the
shear profiles shown in Fig. 8 of Section 4.2). Comparing the ana-
lytical and mock correlation matrices, we notice that those from the
SLICS mocks are noisier compared those calculated analytically,
due to the limited number of mock realizations in combination with
the effects of sample variance. In addition, the correlation at large
scales appears to be stronger for the mock results, which is also ex-
pected since the mock correlation incorporates the effects of sample
variance (which the analytical covariance does not). Nevertheless,
the analytically calculated correlation also increases at large scales,
due to the increasing overlap of source galaxies with increasing ra-
dius. For both data and mocks, the covariance depends significantly
on density, increasing at extremely low and high P-values. This is
expected, since extremely low-density troughs (high-density ridges)
tend to cluster at the centres of larger low-density (high-density) re-
gions, as can be seen in Fig. 3. This clustering of extreme density
regions increases the correlation between the lensing signals of the
more extreme troughs and ridges.
Most importantly, we assess the agreement between the diago-
nals of the covariance matrices created by both methods, since the
square root of these diagonals defines the errors σγ on the mea-
sured shear profiles. Fig. 6 shows the σγ (θ ) values of KiDS and
GAMA-selected fiducial G16 troughs (P (	x, θA) < 0.2), with a ra-
dius of θA = 5 arcmin.5 As expected from its smaller survey area,
the small-scale (θ < 30 arcmin) error values from GAMA are a
factor ∼1.3 higher than those from KiDS. We compare these ana-
lytical covariance errors to those calculated from 349 SLICS mock
realizations, adjusted using the area factor in equation (5) to resem-
ble the KiDS survey. Up to a separation θ = 30 arcmin (half the
size of a 1 deg ×1 deg KiDS tile) the KiDS and SLICS error values
are in excellent agreement. Due to the patchy KiDS survey cover-
age beyond the GAMA fields, the KiDS errors increase rapidly at
5We have performed the error comparison not only for this trough sample,
but for all 20 galaxy density percentile bins shown in Fig. 5 and for all
four aperture sizes used in this work (θA = {5, 10, 15, 20} arcmin), finding
similar results.
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Figure 5. The two panels show the analytical GL-KiDS (top) and SLICS GAMA HOD (bottom) correlation matrices, resulting from apertures with an angular
radius θA = 5 arcmin. The correlation matrices are computed for 20 bins of increasing galaxy density percentile rank P (	x, θA = 5 arcmin), corresponding to
the shear profiles shown in Fig. 8. The increased correlation at large radii is caused by the overlap between sources (in the case of both KiDS and SLICS) and
by sample variance (in the case of SLICS). The increased correlation at extreme P-values is caused by the spatial clustering of low- and high-density regions.
larger angular separations. For the GAMA survey, whose area is
more contiguous, this increase in error values is much smaller. For
the SLICS mocks, which consist of 10 deg ×10 deg patches, it is
completely absent. Because this effect dominates the error values
at larger scales, we conclude that we do not need to worry about
a possible underestimation of the analytical covariance errors at
larger scales due to the lack of sample variance. We therefore use
the analytical covariance matrix to estimate the errors on the ob-
served trough/ridge profiles throughout this work. However, we do
use SLICS mock covariances to devise an optimal trough and ridge
weighting scheme (in Section 4.3), and to predict the significance
of future trough measurements (in Section 5.4).
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Figure 6. The error values σγ (θ ) (as a function of angular separation θ )
on the shear profile of the fiducial G16 troughs (P < 0.2) with a radius
of θA = 5 arcmin. The KiDS and GAMA errors are estimated using the
diagonal of the analytical covariance matrix, while the mock errors are
estimated from the covariance matrix calculated using 349 SLICS mock
realizations. The GAMA errors are higher than those of KiDS, as expected
from its smaller survey area. The KiDS errors are in reasonable agreement
with the SLICS mock errors up to θ = 30 arcmin, where they rise steeply as
a result of the patchiness of the survey.
4 TRO U G H A N D R I D G E SH E A R P RO F I L E S
After a general classification of the troughs and ridges, we define
more specific samples and measure their lensing profiles. First, we
compare the trough shear profiles of the GAMA versus GL-KiDS
selected troughs, to decide on the best trough sample to use in
this work. Using these troughs, we measure the shear amplitude of
the lensing profiles as a function of their galaxy density percentile
rank P (	x, θA), for apertures of different sizes θA. This allows us to
study non-linearities in cosmic structure formation, and to define
an optimal way to stack the shear signals of troughs and ridges in
order to optimize the S/N.
4.1 KiDS versus GAMA troughs
The very complete and pure sample of GAMA galaxies (see Sec-
tion 2.2) allows us to define a clean sample of troughs. However,
since the currently available area of the KiDS survey is 2.5 times
larger than that of the GAMA survey, we also use a set-up that uses
the GL-KiDS galaxies (see Section 2.3) to define the troughs. For
this initial comparison, we use the fiducial trough/ridge definition
of G16: the apertures with the lowest/highest 20 per cent in density
(i.e. P < 0.2 / P > 0.8). We construct both fiducial trough samples
following the same classification method (see Section 3.1), using
both galaxy catalogues as our trough-defining samples. We use the
corresponding completeness mask to remove unreliable troughs (i.e.
with an area < 80 per cent complete).
The main goal of this exercise is to find whether trough lensing
measurements can accurately be reproduced using only the photo-
metric KiDS data, without the help of the spectroscopic GAMA
survey. In addition, we wish to find which galaxy survey provides
the trough lensing profiles with the highest S/N. In Fig. 7 we show
the stacked shear profiles γ t(θ ) of G16 fiducial troughs with radius
θA = 5 arcmin, selected using the GL-KiDS or GAMA galaxies.
For comparison we also include the fiducial trough shear profiles
Figure 7. The gravitational shear profile γ t(θ ) (with 1σ errors) of the
G16 fiducial troughs and ridges, selected using the GL-KiDS (orange and
light blue dots) and GAMA (red and dark blue dots) foreground galaxy
sample, including a comparison with the MICE-GC mock troughs/ridges
from 16 independent patches (grey lines). All troughs and ridges are selected
following the fiducial trough/ridge definition in G16 (i.e. P < 0.2 / P >
0.8), and have a radius θA = 5 arcmin. We fit a simple A/
√
θ function (solid
coloured lines) within the indicated range (dotted vertical lines) to determine
the best-fitting amplitude A of the KiDS and GAMA fiducial troughs/ridges.
obtained using all 16 patches of the MICE mock catalogue, where
the vertical spread in the 16 profiles gives an estimate of the sam-
ple variance. The absolute values of the amplitudes (which we will
henceforth call ‘absolute amplitudes’) of the GAMA-selected fidu-
cial trough/ridge profiles are slightly higher than those of the KiDS-
selected troughs. Nevertheless, within the 1σ analytical covariance
errors both profiles agree with the predictions from the MICE-GC
simulation. However, when we use the GL-KiDS galaxies to select
troughs but restrict the used area to the GAMA equatorial fields, we
find that the KiDS trough profiles have the same amplitude as those
from GAMA. This suggests that, like the systematic effects mea-
sured by the randoms, the shallower trough lensing profile is caused
by the patchy survey coverage of the non-equatorial KiDS fields.
This reduces the completeness of the circles, which diminishes the
accuracy of the density measurements and results in slightly shal-
lower shear profiles.
The dotted vertical lines in Fig. 7 indicate the angular separation
range: 1.2 θA < θ < 70 arcmin, that we consider in our analysis.
Our reasons for selecting this range are (1) inside θA the lensing is
not sensitive to the full trough mass (where we leave a 20 per cent
buffer outside the trough edge), and (2) the random signal γ 0 in
Fig. 4 shows that at θ > 70 arcmin our measurement is sensitive to
systematic effects (see Section 3.2). Within this range we observe
that the fiducial trough and ridge shear signals are well-described
by a power law. We can therefore fit a relation γt(θ ) = Aθα within
the specified angular range, to obtain the best-fitting amplitude A
and index α of the lensing signal. Because we are mainly inter-
ested in the amplitude, we fix the value of α with the help of the
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Figure 8. Each panel shows the GL-KiDS (black dots with 1σ errors), MICE (blue line), and SLICS (green line) shear profiles γ t(θ ), resulting from apertures
of angular radius θA = 5 arcmin. The shear profile of these apertures is stacked in 20 bins of increasing galaxy density percentile rank P (	x, θA = 5 arcmin).
For underdense apertures (troughs) the amplitude A of the lensing signal becomes negative outside the trough radius, while for overdense apertures (ridges) A
becomes positive. A simple power-law fit: A/
√
θ (red line), within the fitting range (dotted vertical lines) is used to obtain A as a function of P.
MICE-GC simulations. By fitting the power law (with both A and α
as free parameters) to all 16 fiducial MICE lensing signals, we find
a mean best-fitting index value α of −0.45 for the fiducial troughs
and −0.55 for ridges. We therefore choose to fit all trough lensing
profiles in this work with the function:
γt(θ ) = A/
√
θ. (7)
However, we verify that our conclusions do not significantly depend
on the specific choice of α by performing the same analysis with
α = −1, and finding similar results in terms of the amplitude com-
parison between various trough/ridge profiles. This indicates that,
as long as we use one function of A that provides a good fit to all
profiles, the comparison between the resulting amplitude values is
robust.
From the best-fitting amplitudes thus obtained, we wish to find
a measure of the signal-to-noise ratio S/N in order to select the
best trough measurement. We define S/N ≡ A/σA, where σA is the
1σ error on the best-fitting amplitude based on the full analytical
covariance matrix of the shear profile. Using this definition we find
that the fiducial trough lensing signal is detected at |S/N| = 12.0
with the GAMA selection, and |S/N| = 12.3 when GL-KiDS is
used: evidently the KiDS-450 area advantage compared to GAMA
is almost completely offset by the greater patchiness. However, we
can conclude from this exercise that the larger KiDS dataset provides
trough lensing measurements with a slightly higher S/N than the
GAMA dataset. In what follows we will therefore primarily use
the full KiDS sample, but we have verified throughout that similar
results are obtained using the GAMA galaxies instead.
4.2 Lensing amplitudes
After this initial test, which uses only the lowest and highest
20 per cent of the troughs/ridges, we wish to study all troughs and
ridges as a function of their galaxy density percentile rank P(θA).
Our aim is to gain more insight into the relation between the total
mass distribution (measured by lensing) and the galaxy number den-
sity, generally called ‘galaxy bias’. Considering apertures of fixed
radius θA we split them into 20 samples of increasing P-value, using
a bin width of dP = 0.05. We measure the shear profile γ t(θ ) of each
sample (using the method described in Section 3.2). Fig. 8 shows
the GL-KiDS, MICE, and SLICS lensing profiles in the 20 P-bins
for θA = 5 arcmin. To each shear measurement we fit equation (7)
within the indicated angular range, to measure the shear amplitude
A. Throughout this work, all amplitude fits take into account the
full covariance matrix of each shear profile, in this case shown in
Fig. 5. However, we find that the off-diagonal elements only have
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Figure 9. The amplitude A of the KiDS (dots with 1σ errors) and MICE (dashed lines) shear signals as a function of the galaxy density percentile rank P (left)
and galaxy overdensity δ (right), for apertures of different angular radius θA. The crossing point between negative and positive A is situated at the mean density
(δ = 0) as is expected when linear galaxy bias dominates. This crossing point, however, is not situated at the median density (P = 0.5) but at P ≈ 0.55–0.6,
which means that the density distribution is skewed. The smallest apertures also reveal the skewness of the density distribution, since their distribution extends
to more extreme values of P, δ, and A for the ridges than for the troughs, while larger apertures have a more symmetrical A(δ) distribution.
a minor effect on the amplitude estimates. For the amplitudes of
these 20 P-bins, using the full covariance matrix versus using only
the diagonal errors yields an average difference of only 2.3 per cent
(3.6 per cent) for the KiDS (SLICS) amplitudes, where for each
percentile bin this difference is much lower than the error estimate
on that amplitude.
As expected the apertures with lowest/highest P-values corre-
spond to the strongest negative/positive shear signals. The absolute
amplitudes of the profiles predicted by the MICE mocks tend to
be lower than those from SLICS, where the former predictions are
in better agreement with the GL-KiDS measurements. This offset
is expected given the different background cosmologies chosen for
the SLICS and MICE simulations (Friedrich et al. 2018), where
higher values of σ 8 and m give rise to higher absolute amplitudes.
Interestingly the cosmological constraints from the cosmic shear
analysis with KiDS-450 (Hildebrandt et al. 2017) suggest that the
KiDS data prefer a cosmology with lower values of m and σ 8.
These values are close to those adopted by the MICE simulations
(σ 8 = 0.8, m = 0.25), and in slight tension with the Planck cos-
mology which is adopted by the SLICS simulation (σ 8 = 0.826,
m = 0.29). Therefore, the tension in cosmology with Planck
seen in the KiDS-450 cosmic shear results is also reflected in the
trough/ridge measurements in this paper.
It is also apparent that troughs and ridges are not symmetrical,
but that the lensing signal is stronger for the highest ridges than
for the deepest troughs. This is an indication that the skewness of
the galaxy number density distribution (seen in Fig. 2) is reflected
by the total (baryonic + DM) density distribution. This skewness is
also indicated by apertures with P ∼ 0.5. Fig. 9 (left-hand panel)
shows the best-fitting A as a function of P for apertures of different
radius θA. For both the KiDS and MICE data the crossing point
A = 0 is not reached at P = 0.5, but at P ≈ 0.55–0.6. The right-
hand panel of Fig. 9 shows A as a function of the mean galaxy
overdensity δ(θA) (defined in equation 1) in each P-bin, for both
KiDS and MICE troughs/ridges. The δ-value of each bin is taken to
be the mean galaxy overdensity δ(θA) of all apertures in each P-bin.
For all aperture sizes the A(δ) relation is approximately linear, with
the crossing point between negative and positive A roughly situated
at the mean density (δ = 0). This is expected when linear galaxy
bias dominates, i.e. there exists a linear relation between the density
distributions of galaxies and DM.
The difference between the crossing points (A = 0) of the A(P)
and A(δ) relations shows that (like the galaxy number density dis-
tribution in Fig. 2) the mass distribution measured using lensing
is skewed. Note that the crossing point of the A(P)-relation occurs
at larger P for smaller θA: the smaller the aperture (i.e. smoothing
scale of the density distribution), the larger is the skewness of the
distribution. This skewness is caused by the fact that, during cos-
mic structure formation through clustering, the density of matter is
bound to a strict lower limit (a completely empty region) but not
to an upper limit. This is also revealed by the fact that, especially
for smaller apertures, the positive amplitudes are significantly larger
than the negative amplitudes, while larger apertures have more sym-
metrical A(δ) relations.
In conclusion, the trough/ridge measurements as a function
galaxy number density show that both the galaxy number den-
sity and total mass distributions are skewed, and that this skewness
increases with decreasing aperture size. These non-linearities can
in principle be used as a statistic to constrain cosmological parame-
ters, analogous to performing shear peak statistics (Liu et al. 2015;
Kacprzak et al. 2016; Martinet et al. 2018; Shan et al. 2018). In
fact, Gruen et al. (2018) and Friedrich et al. (2018) used trough and
ridge lensing measurements to constrain m and σ 8, also finding
that the total density field is skewed.
4.3 Optimal density percentile
Instead of selecting troughs and ridges using a ‘hard cut’ in the
percentile rank P (	x, θA) of the apertures, one can apply a more so-
phisticated S/N-based weighting scheme to stack the shear profiles
of the apertures. In order to obtain the most significant stacked lens-
ing detection, the optimal weighting of each individual trough/ridge
contributing to the stacked signal should be based on the
S/N ≡ A/σA of that contribution. Our motivation for obtaining the
highest possible S/N is to facilitate the most accurate comparison
with predictions from simulations (e.g. to constrain cosmological
parameters or alternative gravity models, see Section 1), as the S/N
of these predictions is currently higher than that of trough obser-
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Figure 10. The signal-to-noise ratio, defined as S/N ≡ A/σA, of the SLICS
mock profiles as a function of the galaxy density percentile rank P. To ob-
tain the optimal weight to stack the troughs and ridges, we fit a fifth-order
polynomial (dashed lines) to the measured S/N values (dots). The result-
ing weight function w(P) allows us to obtain a (positive) stacking weight
wP = |w(P)| for each individual lens.
vations. To prevent a posteriori selection and boosting of random
fluctuations in the data we use the SLICS mocks, which provide
both the shear signal and corresponding covariance matrices (see
Fig. 5, bottom panel), to obtain the appropriate S/N weights. The S/N
measurement of the SLICS profiles takes into account the full co-
variance between the angular separation bins (as is done throughout
this work), but not the possible correlation between the 20 galaxy
density percentile bins. Future work which also takes this effect
into account might enable an even better optimization of the trough
and ridge shear signals. The S/N of the SLICS mock profiles as a
function of P is shown in Fig. 10. In this relation the peaks at very
high and low P are reduced compared to those in the A(P) relation,
since very low-density troughs (and very high-density ridges) tend
to cluster at the centres of large voids (or large clusters), as seen
in Fig. 3. This increases the covariance between the lensing signals
of the very ‘deep’ troughs (or ‘high’ ridges), thereby increasing the
error values.
We fit fifth-order polynomials (the dashed lines in Fig. 10) to the
SLICS A/σA values in order to provide a lens weight wP for every
individual aperture. We define the weight as the absolute value of
this fit, in order to obtain a positive weight for both ridges and
troughs. Finally, when we compute the combined lensing profile of
all troughs or ridges, we use these weights to scale the contribution
of each lens to the combined shear signal. The wP-value of each
lens l is incorporated into equation (2), such that it becomes
γ P =
1
1 + KP
∑
l
(
wP,l
∑
s wst
)
∑
l
(
wP,l
∑
s ws
) . (8)
In this way we give higher weights to troughs/ridges that provide
a higher S/N, which thus contribute more heavily to the combined
shear signal. These same weights are also applied to the average
multiplicative bias correction from equation (3):
KP =
∑
l
(
wP,l
∑
s wsms
)
∑
l
(
wP,l
∑
s ws
) . (9)
Likewise, the lens weight is incorporated into the uncertainty
through the calculation of the analytical covariance matrix (see
Section 2.1).
We combine all troughs (ridges) into a single negative (positive)
shear signal using the weighting scheme described above. The op-
timally stacked GL-KiDS lensing profiles are shown in Fig. 11, for
different aperture sizes θA. The best-fitting A and |S/N| of these
troughs and ridges are shown in Table 1. As a comparison, the
table also shows the best-fitting parameters for the fiducial G16
definition of troughs/ridges: the lowest/highest 20 per cent in den-
sity fraction (P < 0.2/P > 0.8). These show that, performing an
optimally weighted stack of trough lensing profiles based on accu-
rate mock predictions, we can obtain S/N values that are on average
32 per cent higher than those of the fiducial stacks (while the average
S/N of the optimally stacked ridges is 7 per cent higher).
To allow for easier visual comparison between the shape of trough
and ridge profiles, we include the trough lensing signal with its sign
flipped (i.e. −γ t(θ )) in Fig. 11. We find that, for all aperture sizes,
the shear resulting from ridges is stronger than that from troughs,
which again indicates skewness in the total density distribution. Like
G16, we observe that the fractional amplitude difference between
troughs and ridges slightly decreases with aperture size. This can
be explained by the fact that non-linearities affect the density field
more strongly at smaller scales, as we derived earlier from Fig. 9.
5 R EDSHI FT EVO LUTI ON
So far we have studied troughs which extend across the entire red-
shift range of the GAMA galaxies (0 < z < 0.5). We can, however,
define troughs that cover only a part of this range, and attempt
to study the evolution of troughs and ridges over cosmic time. In
this section we define the foreground galaxy and trough samples
as a function of redshift and discuss the resulting lensing mea-
surements. For the GAMA galaxies this selection is based on their
spectroscopic redshifts, while for the GL-KiDS sample we use the
photometric ANNz2 redshifts determined through machine learning
(see Section 2.3 and Bilicki et al. 2018).
5.1 Redshift-dependent selection
To study the redshift evolution of troughs we create two foreground
galaxy samples, a low- and a high-redshift sample, which are used
to select the low- and high-redshift troughs. These two galaxy sam-
ples need to be physically similar to ensure that the troughs detected
at different redshifts can be compared in a meaningful way. One re-
quirement is that the two samples should consist of similar galaxy
populations, since different kinds of galaxies might be subject to a
varying amount of clustering. Another condition is that the galaxy
samples should be complete in both redshift slices. In order to
meet these two requirements, we define a volume-limited sample
of galaxies by applying a cut in redshift: 0.1 < z < 0.3, and in
absolute r-band magnitude: Mr < −21 mag. Fig. 12 shows the dis-
tribution of GAMA galaxies as a function of redshift z and absolute
r-band magnitude Mr, with coloured lines indicating the fiducial
and volume-limited galaxy samples.
When defining troughs as a function of redshift, we also need to
take into account their spatial shape. We choose to match the radial
lengths and transverse radii of the troughs at different redshifts, such
that their shapes describe (as much as possible) the same length
scales. In addition, as the frusta are defined to have the same length
and radius, their volumes are by construction also very similar. In
the case of this work, the trough volumes of consecutive redshift
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Figure 11. The optimally weighted KiDS trough (blue) and ridge (green) shear profiles γ t(θ ) (dots with 1σ errors), for apertures of increasing radius θA. The
weights of each stack are based on the S/N of the SLICS mock profiles as a function of galaxy density percentile rank P (shown in Fig. 10). The mirror image
−γ t(θ ) of each trough profile (light green dots) is added to allow for a better visual comparison between troughs and ridges. We fit a simple power law: A/
√
θ
(solid lines), fitting range (dotted vertical lines) to obtain the amplitude A of the lensing signals. For all aperture sizes, the shear from overdensities (ridges) is
stronger than that of underdensities (troughs). This difference, which gives an indication of the skewness of the total (baryonic + DM) density distribution of
troughs/ridges, is slightly larger for the smallest apertures.
Table 1. The best-fitting amplitude A and absolute signal-to-noise ratio |S/N| of the shear profiles for troughs/ridges following the fiducial G16 definition
(P < 0.2/P > 0.8), and those optimally stacked based on the SLICS mock S/N as function of galaxy density percentile rank P. This demonstrates that, using
the same KiDS dataset, the optimally stacked troughs have S/N values that are on average 32 per cent higher than those from the fiducial stacks.
θA (arcmin) Fiducial (G16): |S/N| A (10−3 arcmin 12 ) Optimal stack: |S/N| A (10−3 arcmin 12 )]
Troughs Ridges Troughs Ridges Troughs Ridges Troughs Ridges
5 12.3 20.9 − 2.25 ± 0.18 4.00 ± 0.19 16.8 21.7 − 1.91 ± 0.11 3.18 ± 0.15
10 10.7 16.8 − 2.81 ± 0.26 4.59 ± 0.27 14.9 17.9 − 2.18 ± 0.15 3.66 ± 0.20
15 8.41 11.5 − 3.24 ± 0.39 4.58 ± 0.40 10.1 12.3 − 2.62 ± 0.23 3.55 ± 0.29
20 5.73 9.01 − 3.34 ± 0.58 5.12 ± 0.57 7.55 9.94 − 3.18 ± 0.35 4.09 ± 0.41
bins are always equal within ∼5 per cent. In combination with the
volume limited galaxy sample, this also ensures a similar galaxy
count in each trough, leading to equal levels of shot noise at each
redshift.
A visualization of the trough geometry is given by Fig. 13, which
shows a cross section of the volumes that define the low- and high-
redshift troughs. Inside these two conical frusta, the projected num-
ber density of the low-/high-redshift galaxy samples is measured in
order to define the low-/high-redshift troughs. We split the redshift
range at zmid, which corresponds to a comoving distance limit Dmid.
This limit is chosen in such a way that the comoving radial lengths
(Llow and Lhigh in Fig. 13) of the two volumes are equal, i.e.
Dmid − Dmin = Dmax − Dmid. (10)
For our chosen redshift range: 0.1 < z < 0.3, and the corresponding
comoving distances (see Table 2) we find that zmid = 0.198, very
close to the ‘half-way’ redshift of 0.2. Of course zmid depends on
our chosen values for the cosmological parameters, but this effect
would only cause a ∼1 per cent difference in distance at these low
redshifts (for reasonable values of the cosmological parameters).
In addition to having equal radial lengths, the cones need to have
the same transverse radius. Selecting troughs to have equal physical
radii would cause a decrease in the galaxy density in troughs at
lower redshifts (i.e. later cosmic times), due to the expansion of the
Universe. Therefore, we select low- and high-redshift troughs that
have the same comoving radius, by choosing their opening angles
θ low and θhigh so that
θlow Dlow = θhigh Dhigh. (11)
Here Dlow (Dhigh) is defined as the mean comoving distance of the
GAMA galaxies in the low- (high-)redshift sample.6 We find the
6We use the spectroscopic GAMA redshifts for this calculation to avoid any
possible effects of photo-z scatter, but in principle the whole selection could
be done using only KiDS photo-zs.
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Figure 12. The distribution of GAMA galaxies as a function of redshift
z (x-axis) and absolute r-band magnitude Mr (y-axis). The colour-scale
indicates the number of galaxies in each pixel. The black line indicates the
minimum Mr of the fiducial galaxy sample, while the blue line indicates the
volume-limited sample, split into a high- and low-redshift sample by the
green lines.
Figure 13. A visualization of the trough selection as a function of redshift.
The two conical frusta used to define the low-redshift troughs (light grey)
and the high-redshift troughs (dark grey) are separated at the comoving
distance limit Dmid. In order to select similar troughs at different redshifts,
Dmid is chosen such that both volumes have the same comoving length:
Llow = Lhigh. Moreover, the opening angles θ low and θhigh of the cones are
chosen such that the transverse comoving radius Rlow (Rhigh) at the mean
comoving distance Dlow (Dhigh) of the low-/high-redshift galaxies are the
same.
mean distances: Dlow = 653.5 h−170 Mpc and Dhigh = 1037 h−170 Mpc.
Choosing low-redshift radius θlow = 10 arcmin, we find the
corresponding high-redshift radius θhigh = 6.3 arcmin. This rela-
tively small opening angle provides a high-S/N shear signal, while
still avoiding unreliable (i.e. noisy) density estimates resulting from
the low number of galaxies inside smaller apertures (because θhigh is
larger than our smallest aperture, θA = 5 arcmin, which has proved
adequate in our results and those of G16). This choice corresponds to
a transverse comoving sizeRA = 1.9 h−170 Mpc of the troughs/ridges.
The information on the low- and high-redshift galaxy samples is
summarized in Table 2.
5.2 Excess surface density measurements
For lenses at a given redshift zl, the measured shear depends on the
distance between the lens, the source and the observer. In order to
take this effect into account, we convert the shear profile γ t(θ ) to
the physical ESD profile 	(Rp) as a function of the transverse
physical separation Rp. The ESD is defined as the surface mass
density 	(Rp), subtracted from the mean surface density 	( < Rp)
within that radius:
	(Rp) = 	( < Rp) − 	(Rp) = 	critγt(Rp). (12)
The conversion factor between the shear and the physical ESD is
the critical surface density 	crit.7 It depends on the angular diameter
distance from the observer to the lens D(zl), to the source D(zs),
and between the lens and the source D(zl, zs), as follows:
	−1crit,ls =
4πG
c2
D(zl)
∫ ∞
zl
D(zl, zs)
D(zs)
n(zs) dzs. (13)
Here c denotes the speed of light and G the gravitational constant.
As the lens redshifts zl of the low-/high-redshift troughs, we use
the mean redshift of the low-/high-redshift galaxy sample which is
used to define the troughs. Based on their best-fitting photometric
redshifts zB we limit the sample of sources whose shear contributes
to the lensing signal to those situated behind the lens, including
a redshift buffer z = 0.2, such that: zB > zl + z. This same
photometric redshift limit is applied to a galaxy catalogue that also
includes spectroscopic redshift information, and has been weighted
to reproduce the galaxy colour-distribution of KiDS (Hildebrandt
et al. 2017). The spectroscopic source redshifts ns remaining after
this zB cut determine the source redshift distribution n(zs) at each
lens redshift. We calculate 	crit by integrating over the part of
n(zs) situated behind the lens, following the method described in
Section 4.2 of Dvornik et al. (2018).
Since lenses with a higher lensing efficiency (=	−1crit) produce a
stronger shear, we give them more weight in the combined ESD
measurement. We incorporate 	crit into the total weight:
Wls = ws
(
	−1crit,ls
)2
, (14)
which is used to calculate our combined ESD measurement as fol-
lows:
	 = 1
1 + μ
∑
ls Wls t,ls 	crit,ls∑
ls Wls
. (15)
The correction for the multiplicative bias is weighted by the same
total weight.
7We note that within the literature different conventions are used to define
	crit. In this work we use the ‘proper’ critical surface mass density, in
contrast to a co-moving convention, referring the reader to appendix C of
Dvornik et al. (2018) for a full discussion.
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Table 2. The names and sizes of the different trough definitions used in this work, including information on the galaxy samples
used to select these troughs/ridges: the redshift range, the comoving distance range, and the absolute magnitude limits.
Troughs/galaxies Trough radius θA Redshift range Distance ( h−170 Mpc) Mr-limit ( mag)
Fiducial 5, 10, 15, 20 arcmin 0 < z < 0.5 0 < Dc < 1922.5 <−19.67
Low-redshift 10 arcmin (1.9 h−170 Mpc) 0.1 < z < 0.198 420.0 < Dc < 813.9 <−21.0
High-redshift 6.3 arcmin (1.9 h−170 Mpc) 0.198 < z < 0.3 813.9 < Dc < 1207.7 <−21.0
Figure 14. The amplitude A′ of the comoving ESD profiles as a function of the galaxy density percentile rank P (left) and galaxy overdensity δ (right), for
troughs and ridges with comoving radius RA = 1.9 h−170 Mpc, selected at two different redshifts. The observed amplitudes from KiDS (dots with 1σ errors) are
in reasonable agreement with those from 16 independent patches of the MICE mocks (solid lines). For the ridges (δ > 0) in the MICE mocks, the amplitude is
slightly higher at low redshifts. This effect, however, is not found in the observations, where we find no significant physical difference between the observed
amplitudes at low and high redshifts.
The angular separation range 2 < θ < 100 arcmin, used to mea-
sure the shear profiles in Section 4, corresponds to a transverse
physical separation of 0.44 h−170 Mpc < Rp < 22.24 h−170 Mpc at
the mean angular diameter distance of the fiducial GAMA sam-
ple (see Table 2). We therefore measure the ESD profiles of the
low-/high-redshift troughs for 10 logarithmically spaced bins within
0.5 h−170 Mpc < Rp < 20 h−170 Mpc. The reason we use only half the
number of angular bins is that splitting the tracer galaxies as func-
tion of redshift results in trough profiles with a lower S/N. Although
it is customary to use physical distances to measure the ESD pro-
file around galaxies and other bound structures, the trough lensing
measurements need to take the expansion of the Universe into ac-
count. We therefore translate our physical 	(Rp) profiles into the
comoving surface density 	c(R) as a function of comoving radius
R, by dividing each measured 	 by (1 + zl)2 and multiplying each
Rp with (1 + zl).
5.3 Results
We measure the comoving ESD profiles of the troughs/ridges se-
lected at different redshifts, and apply the same method of amplitude
fitting as discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 to both the KiDS and
MICE data. Similar to equation (7), we define a fitting function for
the comoving ESD profiles:
	c(R) = A′/
√
R, (16)
where A′ is now the comoving ESD amplitude. The comoving trans-
verse fitting range is 1.2 RA < R < 20 h−170 Mpc, where the maxi-
mum is based on the transverse comoving separation corresponding
to θ < 70 arcmin (see Section 4.1) at the mean distance of the fidu-
cial GAMA sample. In the left-hand panel of Fig. 14 we again show
the best-fitting amplitude A′ (including 1σ error bars derived from
the full analytical covariance matrix) as a function of P, this time
for the low- and high-redshift troughs/ridges. For both the high-
and low-redshift sample the shape of the A′ (P) relation resembles
that of the fiducial sample: rising gradually from negative A′ at low
P, crossing the turn-over to positive A′ at P ≈ 0.6, and peaking at
P = 1. The observed relation is in reasonable agreement with the
prediction from 16 independent patches of the MICE mocks. We
show the same A′ as a function of the galaxy overdensity δ in the
right-hand panel of Fig. 14. As for the fiducial troughs, the A′ (δ)-
relation of both trough samples is approximately linear, and crosses
to positive A′ at the mean density (δ ≈ 0) for both GL-KiDS and
MICE.
Based on these amplitudes, we aim to assess whether there is a
significant difference between the measurements of the low- and
high-redshift troughs/ridges. This difference is best visible in the
A′ (δ)-relation (right-hand panel of Fig. 14), where we see that the
amplitudes of the low-redshift ridges (δ > 0) in the MICE mocks
are slightly higher than those of the high-redshift ridges. This is
expected, since the clustering of mass increases the height of ridges
(and the depth of troughs) at later cosmic times. The difference be-
tween the mock redshift samples, however, is not significant com-
pared to the large sample variance, indicated by the wide spread
in the amplitudes from the 16 MICE patches. Moreover, the trend
is not reflected in the amplitudes measured using KiDS, where in
fact we see a hint of the opposite effect. We verify that this is in
agreement with the results based on GAMA galaxies. This effect is
likely not physical, and within the error bars the data are consistent
with a null-measurement. Based on this result, we conclude that
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Figure 15. The amplitude A′ of the comoving ESD profiles from the SLICS mocks (including 1σ error estimates for a Euclid-like survey) as a function of
the galaxy density percentile rank P (left), and from the MICE mocks as a function of galaxy overdensity δ (right). The troughs and ridges are selected in
different redshift bins. For both troughs and ridges the redshift evolution, that was hinted at by the results at low redshifts, appears to be a continuing trend as
the covered range of A′ steadily decreases with redshift. This is expected from the clustering of mass with cosmic time, which causes massive ridges to accrete
mass from the low-density troughs. Based on these mock results, we predict that future surveys like Euclid and LSST should be able to observe the evolution
of troughs and ridges with cosmic time.
we find no significant difference between the observed trough and
ridge amplitudes at different redshifts, and that more accurate data at
higher redshifts will be required to observe trough/ridge evolution.
5.4 Predictions for higher redshifts
The physical interpretation of the MICE mock results in Fig. 14
would be that the total density of ridges increases with cosmic
time. This is expected, since overdensities in the cosmic structure
cluster over cosmic time, forming higher ridges. Since this mass
is accreted from more underdense regions, these are expected to
form deeper troughs. As we showed in Section 5.2, current data
are unable to resolve this effect over the redshift range 0.1 < z <
0.3. In order to obtain a more solid interpretation of our results, we
study the predictions from both the MICE-GC and SLICS mocks at
higher redshifts. Our goal is to predict whether the redshift evolution
of troughs would be measurable using future high-redshift lensing
surveys such as Euclid (Laureijs et al. 2011) and LSST (Dark Energy
Science Collaboration 2012). In particular, the 349 realizations of
the SLICS simulation allow us to estimate the uncertainties on the
redshift-dependent trough/ridge amplitudes obtained using such a
survey.
To define our mock galaxy sample we use the same absolute
magnitude limit: Mr < −21 mag, but abandon the cut in apparent
magnitude such that the sample is complete at every redshift. Using
these MICE and SLICS samples we perform the same redshift-
dependent trough selection as described in Section 5.1. But instead
of splitting galaxies into two redshift bins between 0.1 <z< 0.3, we
split the SLICS galaxies into four bins between 0.1 <z< 0.5 and the
MICE galaxies into five bins between 0.1 < z < 0.6. These redshift
slices of equal comoving length have the following redshift limits:
zmid = {0.1, 0.192, 0.289, 0.391, 0.5} for SLICS and {0.1, 0.191,
0.286, 0.385, 0.489, 0.6} for MICE. As in Section 5.1 we wish to
select the opening angles θA corresponding to these redshifts, such
that the comoving radii of the apertures are the same and none of the
angles is smaller than 5 arcmin. The chosen opening angles for the
SLICS mocks, θA = {15.0, 9.554, 7.283, 5.770}, correspond to the
same transverse comoving separation RA = 2.775 h−170 Mpc at the
mean GAMA galaxy distance in each redshift bin (calculated using
the SLICS cosmological parameters, see Section 2.5). For MICE,
which extends to slightly higher redshifts, we choose larger opening
angles: θA = {20.0, 12.85, 9.45, 7.44, 6.14}, which all correspond
to comoving separation RA = 3.712 h−170 Mpc at the respective mean
MICE galaxy distances.
We perform the same measurement of the comoving ESD profiles
in the different redshift bins, and fit equation (16) to the results. In
the left-hand panel of Fig. 15 we show the best-fitting comoving
amplitude A′ as a function of P for the SLICS troughs/ridges in
five redshift bins. The (tiny) error bars are estimated using the
SLICS covariance matrix, this time multiplied by the area factor
fEuclid = 10015 000 in order to emulate the 15 000 deg2 area that the
Euclid satellite aims to observe. It is clear that the difference that
was barely visible in Fig. 14 has become a significant trend: as
the redshift increases to z = 0.5, the absolute amplitudes decrease.
In order to predict the significance of such a future observation,
we calculate the χ2 between the amplitude differences and a null
result. Using the covariance estimate for Euclid, this calculation
gives χ2  73 for the difference between each of the consecutive
redshift bins. Since the A′ (P) measurements consist of N = 10 data
points (corresponding to a Cumulative Distribution Function with
10 − 1 = 9 degrees of freedom) this χ2 corresponds to a standard
deviation  7σ . In conclusion, this study of the SLICS mocks
suggests that next-generation high-redshift surveys, such as Euclid
and LSST, should be able to constrain trough/ridge evolution with
a very high significance.
As an additional comparison we show the best-fitting ampli-
tude A′ as a function of galaxy overdensity δ, this time for the
MICE troughs/ridges in six redshift bins, in the right-hand panel of
Fig. 15. The evolution of MICE mock amplitudes with redshift is
less pronounced than in the SLICS mocks. This can be explained
by the different cosmologies used by the two simulations (as dis-
cussed in Section 4.2), where the higher values of m and σ 8 in
the SLICS simulations result in stronger structure evolution. Never-
theless, the amplitudes of the ridges clearly decrease with redshift.
This effect is even slightly visible for the troughs where, except for
the third redshift bin (0.286 < z < 0.385), the absolute amplitude
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continues to decrease with z. But while the comoving ESD am-
plitude range spanned by the troughs/ridges increases with cosmic
time, the span of the galaxy overdensity remains constant, possibly
signifying non-linear galaxy bias.
6 D ISC U SSION AND CONCLUSION
We used the KiDS to perform a weak gravitational lensing study
of troughs: circular projected underdensities in the cosmic galaxy
density field, following up on the work by Gruen et al. (2016, G16)
who used the Dark Energy Survey (DES). We defined the troughs
using two different foreground galaxy samples: 159 519 galaxies
from the equatorial fields of the GAMA, and a sample of 309 021
‘GAMA-like’ (GL) KiDS galaxies that was limited to photometric
redshift zANN < 0.5 and apparent magnitude mr < 20.2 mag in
order to mimic the GAMA selection. Both galaxy samples were
limited to an absolute magnitude Mr < −19.67 mag in order to
mimic the mock galaxy sample from the MICE Grand Challenge
(MICE-GC) lightcone simulation, which was used to interpret our
results. Following the fiducial trough definition of G16 (apertures
with a galaxy density percentile rank P(θA) < 0.2), we detected a
gravitational lensing signal with an absolute signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) of |S/N| = 12.3 for the KiDS foreground sample and 12.0 for
GAMA. Since the currently available KiDS area already provided
a more significant trough lensing detection than the GAMA survey,
we mainly used the GL-KiDS galaxies for this work (although
we confirmed all our results using GAMA). As the KiDS survey
progresses in the coming years, the available area will become larger
and less irregular. The coming KiDS data release, which aims to
make a contiguous area of ∼900 deg2 available for lensing studies,
will likely reduce the systematic lensing effects found at large scales
and increase the detection significance of the trough signal (by a
factor of at most ∼√900/180 = 2.24 compared to GAMA).
In addition to stacking only the most underdense/overdense
20 per cent of the apertures, we studied troughs and ridges (over-
densities) as a function of their galaxy number density ng. By fitting
the simple function γt(θ ) = A/
√
θ to the lensing signal in bins of
increasing ng, we obtained the amplitude A of troughs and ridges as
a function of galaxy density percentile rank P and galaxy overden-
sity δ. We discovered that the crossing point between negative and
positive A was situated at P ≈ 0.6 (and not at the median density P =
0.5), while A(δ) did generally pass through the origin (the mean den-
sity δ = 0). This indicated that the non-linearities in the density field
caused by structure formation, which were shown by the skewed
distribution of ng (see Fig. 2), were reflected in the total (bary-
onic + dark matter) density distribution measured by gravitational
lensing. As expected, these non-linearities were more prominent
on smaller scales, i.e. for smaller trough radii. This conclusion is
supported by mock trough profiles obtained from the MICE-GC
lightcone simulation, which showed exactly the same trend.
The mock catalogue based on the SLICS was used to estimate
S/N of the trough/ridge lensing signals as a function of P, which we
applied as a weight to optimally stack the shear profiles. On average,
the optimally stacked signals had a 32 per cent higher S/N compared
to those of the fiducial trough definition (see Table 1). Inspecting the
optimally stacked trough and ridge profiles showed that the shear
profiles of ridges are much stronger than those of troughs, especially
for the smallest trough radii. This finding, which is in agreement
with the results from G16, again revealed the skewness of the total
mass density distribution.
In addition, a comparison of both mocks with the KiDS observa-
tions showed a higher lensing strength for the SLICS troughs/ridges
compared to the KiDS and MICE results. In combination with the
increased values of the matter density m and power spectrum
amplitude σ 8 of SLICS compared to KiDS and MICE, this indi-
cates that trough measurements are sensitive to these cosmological
parameters. This confirms the potential of troughs/ridges as a possi-
ble probe for measuring m and σ 8, as was demonstrated by Gruen
et al. (2018).
Finally, we attempted to observe physical evolution of the density
field by performing the trough selection in two redshift bins. We
created a volume-limited sample of foreground galaxies (z < 0.3
and Mr < −21 mag), and split it into a low- (0.1 < z < 0.198)
and high- (0.198 < z < 0.3) redshift sample of equal comoving
length. By adjusting the opening angle θhigh of the high-redshift
apertures, we ensured that the transverse comoving radii of the
troughs were identical at both redshifts: RA = 1.9 h−170 Mpc. The
measured comoving ESD profiles of the troughs/ridges did not re-
veal a significant physical evolution of the comoving trough/ridge
amplitudes A′ as a function of P and δ. Applying the same method to
16 independent patches of the MICE-GC mock catalogue provided
a reasonable agreement with the observation, although the decrease
in the lensing amplitude of ridges with redshift that was seen in
the mocks could not be distinguished with our data. This increase
in ridge height with cosmic time is expected from the effects of
clustering.
This raised the question whether this trend would continue at
higher redshifts, and whether the effects of clustering could also
be observed in troughs. We therefore used the SLICS and MICE
mock catalogues to gain more insight into our finding, by extend-
ing our measurement to four redshift bins between 0.1 < z < 0.5
for SLICS, and to five redshift bins between 0.1 < z < 0.6 for
MICE. The comoving ESD amplitude of the mock ridges continued
to decrease with redshift, indicating that the increasing ridge height
with cosmic time is an actual trend. In the mock measurements at
high redshifts, we could even distinguish the corresponding deep-
ening of troughs with cosmic time. We used 349 realizations of the
SLICS simulations to estimate the uncertainties on these measure-
ments when performed with future surveys. Based on the SLICS
simulations we predicted that large upcoming surveys like Euclid
and LSST should be able to observationally constrain the redshift
evolution of troughs and ridges with very high significance ( 7σ
between every consecutive redshift bin), thereby potentially pro-
viding a simple, practical way to trace the growth of large scale
structure.
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